
Millions of Jews were forced to 
convert or were killed. 

Chapter 5 

According to Josephus the 
Jewish historian at the time of the 
first rebellion in 70 ACE the 
Jewish population at the time of 
Solomon was 60 million. 
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According to Will Durant writing 
in his book about the Middle Easter 
in the time of Christ the Jewish 
population at the time of the two 
rebellions against Rome in 70 ACE 
and 130 ACE was 7 million. 
Obviously, all these numbers are 
estimates. 

However one wonders how 
come at the eve of the second 
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World War there were no more than 
18 million Jews. The Jews should 
have been more numerous than the 
Chinese or Hindus. 

What happened to the Jews? 

I want to advance the following 
theory. 

The N orthem Jewish Kingdom 
Ephraim the ten tribes seceded 
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from Judea and formed their own 
country following the death of King 
Solomon. They survived 
approximately over 300 years . 
They were crushed by N evuzeraden 
king of the Assyrians called in 
Hebrew Ashur. They were exiled 
to unknown places. There 
whereabouts have eluded Jews for 
the past 2700 years. 

However, in the last 100 years 
people have been discovered in 
India Burma China Japan 
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Afghanistan Yemen Africa who 
claim they are descendants from the 
ten tribes. They practice many 
customs that are very similar to 
those practiced by Jews. 

As a matter of fact there exists 1 
billion Muslims who have religious 
practices that are very similar to 
those of Judaism. 

Muslim claim that Mohammad 
was instructed by an Angel of God 
Gavriel to write the Koran as well 
as the religious practices of 
Muslims. 
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However, is it not possible that 
many of the populations who 
converted to Islam already 
possessed these religious practices 
because they are the descendants of 
the 1 0 Jewish Tribes ? 

I am not contradicting the 
teachings of the Muslims that I 
respect. I am merely posing a 
question. 

In the West the Christians forced 
millions of Jews to convert or 
killed them . That is why there were 
only 18 million Jews at the eve 
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World War II in 1939. 

The holocaust is the murder of 6 
million Jews and 1 million Jewish 
children by the Nazis with the 
complicity of 1 billion Europeans. 
There was an exception of a 
handful- a few thousand out of 1 
billion Europeans who saved Jews. 
They did this at the risk of their 
own lives. Many were also killed by 
the Nazis and their European 
co llaborators. 
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Divine Providence saw that the 
level of Jew hatred had reached 
emergency heights. Unless Jews 
were restored to Israel Jews would 
cease to exist. 

It was 1919 and 1920 .. GOD by a 
miracle had all arch enemies agree 
to the reestablishment of a Jewish 
homeland in Israel on both sides of 
the Jordan. Great Britain stole 75% 
of Eretz Yisroel. And formed Trans 
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Jordan. From 1920-1945 Great 
Britain refused to permit Jews to 
enter Israel . They were equally 
responsible with the Nazis in the 
murder of 6 million Jews and 1 
million Jewish children. 

Then in 1947 the United Nations 
voted to establish a Jewish and 
Arab State and further truncate 
Eretz Yisroel. The Jews accepted 
while the Arabs opposed. In May 
1948 Jews proclaimed Israel. Even 
this truncated portion of Eretz 
Yisroel was opposed by the Arabs. 
Following the proclamation of the 
State of Israel Egypt Jordan Syria 
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invaded Eretz Yisroel. God 
performed a miracle. The Jews won 
The Jews carved out a greater area 
than was allowed by the United 
Nations. Meanwhile Jordan seized 
Judea Samaria and the old City of 
Jerusalem. Jordan remained there. 

In June 06 , 1967 the Arabs tried 
again to destroy Israel. God had 
other plans. In a surprise attack 
Israel destroyed all the air planes of 
Egypt Jordan and Syria. 
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Israel conquered Gaza and the 
Sinai desert from Egypt. They 
conquered Judea Samaria and the 
old City of Jerusalem from Jordan. 
They conquered the Golan Heights 
from Syria. 

In 197 4 Egypt and Syria again 
decided to attack on Y om Kippur. 
After an initial loss of thousands of 
Jewish lives Israel reversed the 
attack crossed the Suez Canal and 
was near Cairo and near Damascus. 
A cease fITe was quickly arranged 
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by the UN. 

Sadat president of Egypt made 
peace with Israel and got back the 
Sinai that 40 years later is still a 
demilitarized zone. 

Jordan soon made peace . 

In 1993 in the Oslo agreement 
the Palestinians promised to 
recognize and make peace with 
Israel. In the last 20 years the 
Palestinians violated the letter and 
spirit of this agreement. What the 
Oslo agreement accomplished is to 
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enable the creation of a generation 
of Arabs living in Israel to hate 
Jews and kill them. They were 
indoctrinated in the words of Morsi 
the head of the Brotherhood in 
Egypt now the new Dictator -
president of Egypt" at the time of 
drinking their mother's milk to hate 
Jews and conspire to kill them". 
Would the Jews be in complete 
control they would not have 
permitted such poison to be taught 
in their schools and mosques. There 
exists no difference between Haman 
Hetzbolla and Fatah. There exists 
no moderates among the 
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Palestinians and Arabs. The only 
difference is that Ramas and 
Retzbolla are honest they openly 
state that their goal is to kill Jews 
and throw them out of Israel and 
destroy Israel. Fatah Arafat and 
now Abbas and the Palestinian 
Authority have the same goal. They 
lie that they want to make peace 
providing Israel commit suicide. 
Israel must agree to enable 5 
million Palestinians to return to 
Israel. They want to control area C 
kick out the half million Jews living 
there. They want the right to arm 
themselves and invite any other 
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Arab nation to defeat the truncated 
Jewish state. 

In short they want to be given a 
4th opportunity to destroy IsraeL 
The fITst time was 1948. The 
second time 1967. The third time 
1974. The Arabs lost all three times. 
There is a saying:" the first time 

you fool me. The second time I am 
the fool." 
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The Jews must not fall for the 
Arab plans of destroying the State 
of Israel and killing all the Jews. 

What is now unfolding is another 
manifestation of 2000 year 
European Anti Semitism disguised 
in humanitarian garments - "equal 
rights to the "Palestinians." 

Europeans insist that" Jews must 
grant Arabs equal rights" and 
enable them to destroy and kill all 
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the Jews. This is the proof that 
these Europeans are the power 
behind the lethal hatred of the 
Egyptian Dictator and new 
President - Morsi , Ramas, 
Retzbola and Abbas and the 
Palestinian Authority. 

The Europeans pumped billions 
of Euros to the Palestinians to 
replace Israel with "Palestine." 
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The Europeans and the Arabs 
do not give up. "Esuv sonei 
leyaakov Essau hates Jacob the 
Jews " 
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God came to the rescue. In 
Chagai 2 :22 ; Ezekiel 38:21 it is 
stated that" the enemies of Israel 
will kill each other. "This prophesy 
was realized with the Arab spring. 
In the two years of the civil war in 
Syria there have been more than 
60,000 killed. As a result Hizbullah 
has been weakened. Egypt is on the 
verge of a civil war. The world 
wide sanctions on Iran have 
crippled the economy. Soon the 
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Ayeyollas will topple and fall. 

Let Israel be strong in their faith 
in God and use their brains and 
strength to withstand the 
machination of the Europeans. 

With God's help the sword of 
one Muslim will pierce another 
Muslim and European. The 
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European will pierce another 
European until they too will be too 
busy to think about hurting Jews. 

It happened already. Muslims 
terrorists bombing Paris London 
Madrid . 5 years ago . Arab 
terrorists crashing an airline into the 
twin towers in New York 
September 11, 1991 and killing 
3000 people and crashing another 
airline into the Pentagon. 

Following this the US launched 
an attack against Iraq and captured 
saddam Hussein who was 
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sentenced to death by the new Iraqi 
government and hung. They 
replaced his government with a 
government friendly to the USA. 
As a fringe benefit Israel got rid of 
one of its arch enemies. The first 
President Bush 1 0 years earlier . 
forced Iraq to retreat from Kuweit 
thereby securing oil for the West. 
The second President Bush finished 
the job. 

Arabs are killing each other in 
Libya Egypt Yemen Pakistan and 
Iran. 
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The more the Arabs are killing 
each other and killing Europeans 
and Europeans killing Arabs and 
Muslims the less time and 
resources will be available to kill 
Jews. 

Chapter 6 
Boruch Spinoza if alive today 

would the Orthodox rabbis 
excommunicate him as the Rabbis 
did in Holland in the 17th Century? 
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